
A Kentish pine mule chest, 1749
Documented Kentish furniture has been 
notable by its absence. The mule chest 
described here has been handed down 
in the Standen family, a family of 
agricultural labourers in the Goudhurst 
area in the Weald (Fig. 1).

The earliest known owner is William Standen (1798-1870) 
who lived in Goudhurst and, from the 1830s, Egerton.
The chest was used in the early 20th century ‘for keeping 
the fine drawn thread table cloths and linen worked by the 
girls’, and later to store redundant gas masks in the 
childhood of the last owner, according to a statement by him.

The dimensions of the piece are 27in (68'A cm) high, 
46in (117cm) wide, 20in (51cm) deep (at lid). Legs, rails 
and muntin are all 33A in (9.5cm) wide. The chest is of 
pine throughout and of buff colour.

The chest front has two bold splayed fielded panels, the 
splays being about lin wide. The surrounding edges have 
ovolo mouldings. The two drawers below have lip-moulded 
fronts. Each has an oval brass escutcheon flanked by two 
plain solid brass back plates held by tangs. The drawer sides 
are nailed to the front; there are no runners; the bottom is 
full width and depth and is nailed into the linings.

The lid is nearly lin thick. It is made of two planks held 
together by the original strap hinges (and dowels?). There are 
signs of former underside end cleats. Around the front and 
sides the lid has a well-executed complex thumb moulding.

The initials I S (for JS?), separated by a diamond, and 
the date 1749 are inlaid underneath? the lid, in the centre. 
The www.familysearch.com database allows one to trace 
William Standen's father and grandfather, both John, born 

Fig 1. The front of the pine mule chest from Kent, showing the inlaid initials 
and date under the lid.

1765 and c. 1739, but not to identify the IS/JS in the inlay.
The chest sides consist of one splayed fielded panel 

above one nailed-on lip-moulded applied panel.
Inside, on the left there is what looks like a till drawer 

lid but it is fixed (Fig 2). Below it is a thin board facing the 
right with four rectangular cut-out holes into which four 
very short drawers appear to have formerly fitted.

The internal framework of the mule chest is covered by 
very thin boards of pine resulting in a smooth-sided 
compartment. The legs (made of two pieces built up to 
33A in by 1 'Ain) have been rebated to receive these sheets. 
The bottom is made of two pine boards placed lengthwise. 
The back construction is hard to see since the whole of the 
back between the back legs is covered by two thin 
lengthwise pine boards.

Points of interest:
1. The use of pine: David Knell, in English Country 

Furniture (Fig 94 in 1992 edition, Fig 63 in 2000 
edition) shows a boarded mule chest with one long 
drawer dated 1766 in pine, with traces of red paint, 
and attributed to South East.

2. The fact it comes from a family of agricultural 
labourers.

3. The flush construction of the inside, concealing the 
structure.

4. The inscription on the inside rather than the outside.

I would like to thank David Jackson-Grant of Jackson-Grant 
Antiques, Teynham, Kent for allowing me to examine this chest.

Chris Pickvance

Fig 2. The inside of the chest.
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